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Song composers incorporate linguistic prosody into their music when setting words to
melody, a process called “textsetting.” Composers tend to align the expected stress of
the lyrics with strong metrical positions in the music. The present study was designed to
explore the idea that temporal alignment helps listeners to better understand song lyrics
by directing listeners’ attention to instances where strong syllables occur on strong beats.
Three types of textsettings were created by aligning metronome clicks with all, some or
none of the strong syllables in sung sentences. Electroencephalographic recordings were
taken while participants listened to the sung sentences (primes) and performed a lexi-
cal decision task on subsequent words and pseudowords (targets, presented visually).
Comparison of misaligned and well-aligned sentences showed that temporal alignment
between strong/weak syllables and strong/weak musical beats were associated with mod-
ulations of induced beta and evoked gamma power, which have been shown to fluctuate
with rhythmic expectancies. Furthermore, targets that followed well-aligned primes elicited
greater induced alpha and beta activity, and better lexical decision task performance, com-
pared with targets that followed misaligned and varied sentences. Overall, these findings
suggest that alignment of linguistic stress and musical meter in song enhances musical
beat tracking and comprehension of lyrics by synchronizing neural activity with strong syl-
lables. This approach may begin to explain the mechanisms underlying the relationship
between linguistic and musical rhythm in songs, and how rhythmic attending facilitates
learning and recall of song lyrics. Moreover, the observations reported here coincide with
a growing number of studies reporting interactions between the linguistic and musical
dimensions of song, which likely stem from shared neural resources for processing music
and speech.
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INTRODUCTION
Song is an ecological model for studying the complex relation-
ship between music and speech, and has been examined in recent
studies with cognitive neuroscience methods that have found
interactions between various aspects of the linguistic and musi-
cal dimensions of songs (Lidji et al., 2009; Gordon et al., 2010;
Sammler et al., 2010; Schön et al., 2010). In both music and speech,
temporal patterning of events gives rise to hierarchically organized
rhythms that are perceived as metrical (Palmer and Hutchins,
2006). Songs are created through the process of textsetting, in
which the prosodic features of speech are combined with musi-
cal melody, uniting their separate metrical structures and forming
one rhythmic pattern (Halle and Lerdahl, 1993). Musicologists
have long noted that in the process of textsetting, song composers
often align linguistically strong syllables with musically strong
beats (Kimball, 1996), an observation that has been confirmed in
analyses of corpuses of English songs (Palmer and Kelly, 1992). In
other words, stressed syllables, or syllables that one would expect
to be stressed in speech (“strong” syllables), are more likely than
unstressed (“weak”) syllables to occur on hierarchically prominent

musical beats. Musicians intuitively emphasize this correspon-
dence, by lengthening well-aligned syllables more than misaligned
ones. Furthermore, non-musicians have predictable, consistent
intuitions about aligning lyrics to musical rhythms when asked to
sing novel lyrics (i.e., new verses) to a familiar melody (Halle and
Lerdahl, 1993) or chant lyrics without knowledge of the original
melody (Hayes and Kaun, 1996).

It has been proposed that certain goals of music performance,
including communication and memorization, may be fulfilled by
the temporal alignment of strong syllables with musically strong
beats (Palmer and Kelly, 1992). In fact, Johnson et al. (in revision)
studied comprehension of sung lyrics in a sentence context by
asking listeners to transcribe well-aligned words (strong syllables
occurring on strong beats), and misaligned words (weak syllables
occurring on strong beats). They found that intelligibility of sung
lyrics was better when strong syllables aligned with strong metric
positions in the music. Behavioral results from several studies sug-
gest that songs that are well-aligned are also easier to memorize.
For instance, Gingold and Abravanel (1987) reported that children
had more difficulty learning songs with misaligned textsettings
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than songs with well-aligned textsettings. Experiments with adults
also point to the efficacy of emphasizing both the linguistic (Wal-
lace and Rubin, 1988; Wallace, 1994) and musical (Purnell-Webb
and Speelman, 2008) rhythm during song learning. To summarize,
composers, performers, and naïve listeners appear to prefer well-
aligned textsettings, which may be associated with more efficient
encoding mechanisms.

One explanation for these observations is that attending and
comprehension are facilitated when strong syllables occur on
strong beats. It thus follows that intelligibility of sung lyrics would
be degraded when word stress does not align with strong beats
(Johnson et al., in revision). Misaligned words could be perceived
as prosodically incongruous sung language, which disrupts attend-
ing and hinders comprehension, similar to the way that rhythmic
incongruities in speech disrupt intelligibility (Tajima et al., 1997;
Field, 2005). The present study was designed to uncover the brain
mechanisms underlying the preference for metrical alignment, by
testing the hypothesis that well-aligned textsettings help listeners
to better understand song lyrics, by directing temporal attention
to instances where strong syllables occur on strong beats.

Our approach is based on previous work on perception of
speech prosody and musical meter. Several studies have shown
that prosody is important for speech segmentation in adults (e.g.,
Cutler and Norris, 1988; Smith et al., 1989; Mattys et al., 2005)
and children (e.g., Jusczyk et al., 1993). It has been proposed that
word stress facilitates segmentation of the speech signal by direct-
ing temporal attention toward salient events in speech (Shields
et al., 1974; Pitt and Samuel, 1990; Quené and Port, 2005): listen-
ers attend more to strong syllables than weak syllables. Rhythmic
expectations generated by metrical and syntactic cues also play an
important role in predicting word stress (Kelly and Bock, 1988; Pitt
and Samuel, 1990). Likewise, when the timing of musical notes is
organized to aid the listener in predicting the timing of upcoming
events (Schmidt-Kassow et al., 2009), attention is preferentially
allocated to strong beats in music (Large and Jones, 1999).

Therefore, it is likely that listeners’ temporal attention is focused
by well-aligned, predictable textsettings in song, in which strong
syllables and strong beats coincide. Cortical rhythms entrain to
the temporal structure of acoustic signals (Snyder and Large,
2005; Zanto et al., 2005; Fujioka et al., 2009; Geiser et al., 2009;
Nozaradan et al., 2011), and entrainment of neuronal oscillations
can function as a mechanism of attentional selection (Lakatos
et al., 2008; Stefanics et al., 2010). Entrainment of intrinsic neural
processes explains temporal expectancy and perceptual facilita-
tion of events that occur at expected points in time (Large and
Jones, 1999; Jones, 2010). The experience of meter is posited to
arise from interaction of neural resonances at different frequen-
cies. In light of suggestions of similar mechanisms for perceiving
meter in speech and music (Port, 2003; Patel et al., 2006; Patel,
2008; Marie et al., 2011), we sought to probe a possible influence
of linguistic rhythm on neural correlates of musical rhythm by
investigating prosodically driven changes in these neural responses
to sung stimuli.

An experiment was thus designed to explore the idea that align-
ment of stressed syllables with strong beats in music helps to
temporally focus listeners’ attention, which in turn facilitates syl-
lable segmentation and comprehension of the lyrics of a song.

Using a cross-modal priming paradigm, listeners were presented
with sung sentences (primes) in which all, none, or some of the
strong syllables occurred on strong musical beats. Strong beats
were determined by a series of isochronous metronome clicks
occurring on alternating syllables before and during the sentences.
Three kinds of sentence alignment were used: well-aligned (regular
stress pattern; all strong syllables occur on strong beats), misaligned
(regular stress pattern; all weak syllables occur on strong beats),
varied (irregular stress pattern: some strong syllables occur on
strong beats, some occur on weak beats). To test the influence of
different kinds of sung sentence alignment on a subsequently pre-
sented stimulus, each sentence was followed by a target word or
pseudoword, presented visually, on which listeners were asked to
perform a lexical decision task (i.e., discerning real words from
nonsense words).

This approach exploits the ability of a metronome to induce
different metrical interpretations (i.e. shifting of strong beats; see
Iversen et al., 2009; Geiser et al., 2010; Vlek et al., 2011) on identical
melodies, sung with words. An isochronous metronome click train
was used to set up metrical expectancies before and during sung
sentences, such that the perceived strong musical beats (marked
by the clicks) were either aligned or not aligned with the expected
linguistic stress of each sung syllable. Alignment was manipulated
by shifting the same sung sentence by one quarter note (or shifting
the metronome clicks by one quarter note; see Figure 1).

Our first hypothesis was that well-aligned and misaligned syl-
lables would elicit different neural responses. It was expected that
strong metronome beats would elicit synchronized rhythmic fluc-
tuations in beta and gamma activity, in light of previous studies
suggesting that high frequency EEG/MEG fluctuates with endoge-
nous temporal and metrical expectancies, and persists even in the
absence of a tone (Snyder and Large, 2005; Fujioka et al., 2009). If
similar mechanisms are at work for perceiving rhythm in speech,
then high frequency neural activity may coordinate with strong
beats when they align with strong syllables. On the other hand,
when a weak syllable is aligned with a strong beat, beat track-
ing could be disrupted, and therefore typical beta and gamma
responses would be attenuated or suppressed. If the anti-phase
relationship between strong syllables and strong beats in the mis-
aligned sentences is perceived as syncopation, misaligned syllables
may elicit decreased beta power, as reported for sensori-motor
syncopation (Jantzen et al., 2001; Mayville et al., 2001).

The second hypothesis was that both alignment and regular-
ity facilitate lexical access. If well-aligned and misaligned syllables
are attended to differently online, during the sung sentence primes,
then the interplay between linguistic and musical rhythm may also
have a cumulative effect on attention to and perception of target
words and pseudowords. This may influence the lexico-semantic
search process, as shown in previous work on perception of spoken
language (Schirmer et al., 2002; Dilley and McAuley, 2008). Thus,
we predicted that misaligned and varied sentence primes would
hinder target processing, and would be associated with poorer task
performance [slower reaction times (RTs), more errors], compared
to well-aligned sentence primes. It was therefore predicted that
misaligned and varied primes would be more difficult to process
than well-aligned primes and thus recruit more cognitive resources
for their respective targets. These priming effects could stem from
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental paradigm and stimuli. Auditory sentence primes
were created by aligning a sequence of isochronous metronome clicks with
strong syllables in sung sentences (underlined), and shifting by one beat
relative to metronome clicks on downbeats. The waveforms show that the
same recording of sung sentence can be aligned with metronome clicks on
strong syllables to form well-aligned sentences, or with weak syllables to form

misaligned sentences. Targets consisted of words or pseudowords presented
visually following each auditory prime. The lower section of the figure gives a
schematic view of time windows analyzed for the EEG responses timelocked
to strong and weak beats (metronome clicks and syllables) and targets. Bold
lines show the boundaries of each latency window, and dashed lines show
zero points. See Section “Data Analysis – EEG” for further detail.

differences in domain–general memory mechanisms involved in
lexical search (such as changes reported in alpha band activity by
Doppelmayr et al., 2005; Grabner et al., 2007; Klimesch et al., 2007)
and selective attention to linguistic stimuli, reflected in alpha and
beta band suppression (Shahin et al., 2009; Van Elk et al., 2010).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Nineteen volunteers participated in this experiment that lasted
about 2 h including preparation time. The study was approved
by the IRB committees at Florida Atlantic University and Mid-
dle Tennessee State University, and all participants gave written
informed consent. By self-report, all participants had normal hear-
ing, no known neurological problems, and were right-handed,
native speakers of English. Data from three participants was dis-
carded due to excessive ocular artifacts and line noise, thus the
final group of subjects consisted of 16 subjects (nine males, mean
age = 21.4 years, age range 18–34, mean number years of formal
music lessons = 1.9).

STIMULI
Sung sentences
First, a corpus of 144 English sentences was created based on the
type of sentences used in a previous study of meter in speech (Kelly

and Bock, 1988). Each sentence contained six syllables that formed
three types of metrical patterns: trochaic-regular (strong–weak–
strong–weak–strong–weak); iambic-regular (weak–strong–weak–
strong–weak–strong); and mixed-irregular (e.g., weak–strong–
strong–weak–weak–strong). See Table 1 for examples of sentences
used. The irregular sentences were controlled so that the total
number of strong and weak syllables in each syllable position (first
through sixth) was balanced over sentences.

Each sentence from each of the three linguistic conditions was
paired with a melody from a corpus of 24 tonal, isochronous pitch
sequences composed for this experiment. The first and last notes
of each melody were always the tonic, and the second through fifth
notes followed an overall contour of rising then falling. Because
pitch accents can contribute to the perception of linguistic stress
and musical meter (Hannon et al., 2004; Jones, 2009), each melody
was used once in each of the six experimental conditions. As shown
in Figure 2, the peak in melodic contour in a given melody was
held constant across experimental conditions and types of syllable
alignment (strong or weak syllables on strong or weak beats), so
any global effects of metrical alignment could not be attributed to
differences in melodic accents across syllables.

Using the MIDI Toolbox (Eerola and Toiviainen, 2004), the
melodies were exported as MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital
Interface) files in preparation for the digital recording session
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Table 1 | Experimental design and examples.

Well-aligned prime + target word

The pilot flew the plane. + SKY

Well-aligned prime + target pseudoword

Close the open window. + SKULB

Misaligned prime + target word

Close the open window. + GLASS

Misaligned prime + target pseudoword

The pi lot flew the plane. + GLOIL

Varied prime + target word

Scrub the dirt off your bike. + SOAP

Varied prime + target pseudoword

Scrub the dirt off your bike. + BILM

Strong syllables are underlined, and syllables occurring on strong musical beats

are in bold.

FIGURE 2 | Melodic contour of sung sentence stimuli. In these four
sentences sung to the same melody, the same pitch (circled in red) can
belong to different alignment conditions: well-aligned (weak syllable on
weak beat; strong syllable on strong beat) or misaligned (weak syllable on
strong beat; strong syllable on weak beat).

with the software GarageBand (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA). The
recording session took place in the IAC chamber in the soundproof
booth in the Music Dynamics Lab at FAU. Each sentence was sung
by a trained singer (the first author, a soprano) using a metronome
set at 150 beats-per-minute, targeting a duration of 400 ms per syl-
lable. The sentences were sung with as little variation as possible in
loudness or duration between syllables, regardless of their expected
linguistic stress. Vowels in unstressed syllables were not reduced,
as they would be in speech; instead, they were pronounced fully, as
called for by traditional vocal pedagogy. Each of the 144 sung sen-
tences were edited in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2007). Syllable
and vowel boundaries were marked by hand for acoustic analy-
ses, by visually inspecting the waveform and spectrogram, and by
listening to the segments. The wave files containing the sung sen-
tences were normalized in intensity by equalizing the maximum
root-mean-squared (RMS) amplitude across wave files.

Next, acoustic analyses were performed to determine whether
strong and weak syllables differed in duration and amplitude.
There was no overall difference in RMS amplitude between
strong (mean = 0.079, SD = 0.029) and weak (mean = 0.077,

SD = 0.028) syllables [t (359) = 0.759, p = 0.449], measured with
two-tailed paired t -tests. Next, duration of the first five syllables
in each sentence was computed by calculating the inter-vocalic
interval (IVI; the interval between the onsets of vowels in adja-
cent syllables). The analyses showed that strong syllables were
slightly shorter1 (mean = 396 ms, SD = 30) than weak syllables
(mean = 401 ms, SD = 29) [t (359) = −2.458, p = 0.014].

An isochronous metronome click train (woodblock sound;
seven clicks) with an IOI of 800 ms was generated in Praat. The
wave file containing the metronome click sounds was normalized
in intensity to a level that sounded appropriate when played simul-
taneously with the normalized sung sentences. Two versions of
each sung sentence were created by aligning the metronome click
train on alternating sung syllables, from either the vowel onset
of the first syllable of each sentence, or 400 ms post-vowel onset
(corresponding to the onset of the second syllable). This process
created two versions of each sentence, as illustrated in Figure 1, so
that precisely the same syllable in each sentence, defined by a single
set of boundaries, would be heard with and without a click, across
subject lists. Each stimulus was then checked aurally to make sure
that clicks were appropriately synchronized with the intended syl-
lables. The alignment of metronome clicks and sung sentences
yielded 96 well-aligned sentences, 96 misaligned sentences, and 96
varied sentences. Audio examples of stimuli can also be accessed
on the online Supplementary Materials.

Targets
For each of the 144 sentences, a monosyllabic target word that was
different from, but semantically related to, the content of the sen-
tence was designated. Words were four or five letters in length, were
either nouns or verbs, and part of speech was balanced over con-
ditions. A corpus of 72 monosyllabic pseudowords was selected
from the ARC database (Rastle et al., 2002). Pseudowords were
orthographically plausible and were also matched in number of
letters to the real words. Two experimental lists were created, such
that half of the prime sentences in each condition, and in each
list, were assigned to pseudoword targets, and half were assigned
to (semantically related) real word targets. The same list of pseu-
dowords appeared in both experimental lists but with different
prime sentences, and in addition, word frequency was equalized
across the two lists (frequency of occurrence in verbal language was
derived from the London-Lund Corpus of English Conversation
by Brown, 1984).

A Latin Square design ensured that real words and pseudowords
would appear with sung sentences with both metronome click pat-
terns across subjects, and no sentence would be heard in more than
one condition within the list of stimuli heard by one participant.
This counterbalancing created 144 sung sentences × 2 metronome
click patterns × 2 lists of targets, for a total of 576 different pairs
of primes and target, to yield four different experimental lists.

To summarize, an orthogonal manipulation of the factors
“Prime Alignment” (well-aligned, misaligned, and varied) and

1In English, strong syllables typically have longer durations than weak syllables
(Ramus et al., 1999); here the IVI for strong syllables are only 5 ms shorter than for
weak syllables. This small difference, if perceived, could only bias the results in a
direction opposite the hypotheses, i.e., the increased duration would lead to weak
syllables being perceived as stressed despite their expected linguistic stress.
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“Target Lexicality” (Word, Pseudoword) yielded six experimen-
tal conditions listed in Table 1, across which the 144 sentences
were divided evenly to yield 24 sentences per condition.

PROCEDURE
To familiarize participants with the task, each experimental session
began with a block of practice trials consisting of sample stimuli
representing each of the experimental conditions; the examples
were not heard during the actual experiment. Participants were
instructed to fixate on the cross that appeared at the beginning of
each trial and to listen to the sung sentence, paying attention to the
words and not to worry about the melody or rhythm, and then to
decide whether the visual target shown on the screen after the sung
sentence was a real word or a nonsense word. They were instructed
to respond as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing one
of two buttons on the response pad with the index and middle
finger of their right hand. Each trial consisted of: a fixation period
of 1000 ms, followed by wave file containing the sung sentence
prime (6000 ms), and the visual target (2000 ms), which started
1000 ms after the onset of the final beat (see Figure 1 for trial
timing).

Participants then listened through earbuds, adjusted slightly
to comfortable volume level for each individual, to the 144 trials
from the six experimental conditions, presented in a pseudoran-
dom order, and broken up into three blocks of 48 trials with breaks
between each block. They were asked to avoid blinking until a series
of X’s appeared on the computer screen, at the end of each trial.
Response key–finger association and stimulus lists were counter-
balanced across participants. The software E-Prime (Psychology
Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA) was used for stimulus
presentation and to record behavioral responses [RTs and percent
correct (PC)].

EEG DATA ACQUISITION
Electroencephalogram was recorded continuously from 64
Ag/AgCl electrodes embedded in sponges in the Hydrocel Geodesic
Sensor Net (EGI, Eugene, OR, USA) placed on the scalp with Cz at
the vertex, connected to a NetAmps 300 high-impedance ampli-
fier, using a MacBook Pro computer. Data was referenced online to
Cz. All electrical equipment was properly grounded. The sampling
frequency was 500 Hz with an anti-aliasing lowpass Butterworth
filter of 4 kHz, and impedances were kept below 50 kΩ.

DATA ANALYSIS – BEHAVIORAL (TARGETS)
For each of the six experimental conditions listed in Section
“Targets,” PC was computed on all responses. Mean RTs were
computed on correct behavioral responses only. Analyses of behav-
ioral data were conducted with e-prime and MATLAB (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and the statistical software
CLEAVE2 was used to conduct a 3 × 2 ANOVA with factors: Align-
ment (well-aligned vs. misaligned vs. varied), Lexicality (word vs.
pseudoword). The Bonferroni threshold was applied to pairwise
post hoc tests on significant interactions to correct for multiple
comparisons.

2www.nitrc.org/projects/cleave

DATA ANALYSIS – EEG
EEG preprocessing
Electroencephalographic preprocessing was carried out with Net-
Station Viewer and Waveform tools. The EEG data was filtered
offline with a pass band from 0.5 to 100 Hz. The data were then
re-referenced offline to the algebraic average of the left and right
mastoid sensors. To analyze responses to the lead-in metronome
clicks in the primes, data were epoched at ±750 ms from click
onset (strong beats) and from the midpoint between clicks (weak
beats) and then divided into two conditions: strong beats and
weak beats. To analyze the EEG recorded during the sung sen-
tences, data were epoched from −450 to +1050 ms from the onset
of each syllable, which was defined as described in Section “Sung
Sentences” (note that long epoch windows are required for wavelet
calculation, but statistical analyses are not performed on overlap-
ping time windows of the time–frequency representations (TFRs),
as shown in Figure 1 and described in Cluster Randomization
Analysis). Epochs corresponding to prime syllables were divided
into the following three conditions: strong syllable on strong beat;
weak syllable on strong beat; strong syllable on weak beat. The
irregular sentences (varied condition) were excluded from the syl-
lable analysis because they became irregular beginning at different
syllable positions. To analyze responses to the targets, data were
segmented into epochs of −1000 to +2000 ms from the onset
of the target word/pseudoword. Epochs corresponding to tar-
gets were then divided into three conditions: targets following
well-aligned primes, misaligned primes, and varied primes. Arti-
fact rejection was performed on epoched data, such that trials
containing movement or ocular artifacts, or amplifier saturation
were discarded, and likewise, several sensor channels containing
excessive noise (in the occipital area) were excluded from further
analysis in all subjects. Following artifact rejection, the mean (SD
in parentheses) number of remaining trials per participant, in
each dataset was as follows. For metronome click dataset: strong
beats – 353(68), weak beats –362(67); for the syllable dataset:
Strong Syllable on Strong Beat –130(20), Weak Syllable on Strong
Beat – 130(17), Strong Syllable on Weak Beat 129(16); for the target
dataset: Well-aligned – 38(8), Misaligned –38(8), Irregular 38(8).

Time–frequency representations – evoked and induced
Time–frequency analysis was conducted using the FieldTrip open
source toolbox3 (Oostenveld et al., 2011) to calculate both evoked
and induced representations of EEG4. To obtain the evoked
(phase-locked) response, TFRs were computed on the average
waveform for each condition and each subject, at each time point
and frequency, by convolving the average waveform with a Morlet

3http://www.ru.nl/neuroimaging/fieldtrip
4Evoked activity is calculated by averaging EEG/MEG activity across trials and
then performing a time–frequency transformation on the average waveform (ERP),
thus preserving only the oscillations whose phases are time-locked to the stimulus.
Induced activity, on the other hand, is calculated by first performing time-frequency
transformations on the EEG activity in single trials, and then averaging together
the resulting oscillatory power for each single trial, thus preserving the average
amplitude envelope (see Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999 for more information).
Through this process, the induced activity includes oscillations that are not neces-
sarily phase-locked and thus would have been eliminated from the evoked during
averaging.
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wavelet that had a width of six cycles (see Tallon-Baudry et al.,
1996, and Herrmann et al., 2005 for more details on wavelet analy-
sis of EEG data). The resulting frequency resolution was sf = f/6,
and the temporal resolution was st = 1/sf, where f is the center
frequency for each wavelet, sf is SD in the frequency domain, and
st is the SD in the temporal domain. The convolution of wavelets
was done between 8 and 50 Hz, with a frequency step of 1 Hz and a
time step of 2 ms, between −750 and +750 ms from the zero point
of metronome click data; between −250 and +500 ms for the
sung syllables; and from −200 to +1000 ms for the targets. Only
low gamma band (30–50 Hz) was analyzed, as measuring high
gamma band activity would likely have required more trials per
condition (to establish an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, due to
heightened effects of small-latency jitter in high frequencies) than
were present in this study. To obtain the induced response (phase-
invariant), TFRs were computed by convolving single trial data
with a Morlet wavelet that had the same parameters as described
for the evoked analysis, and averaging power over trials for each
subject and condition.

In order to compensate for inter-individual variability in
absolute power, a normalization procedure was used for both
evoked and induced analyses. For the targets, the spectra for all six
conditions were averaged together for each subject (and averaged
over time across the entire time period for which power values
were computed as described above), to obtain a value for each
frequency at each channel, which then served as a baseline. For
the metronome clicks and the syllables from the sung sentences,
normalization was conducted by using the average power (across
epochs) of the response to introductory metronome clicks as a
baseline. The power spectra for each condition and each subject
were then normalized with respect to these baseline values, result-
ing in normalized power, expressed as the percent change from the
baseline.

Cluster-randomization analysis
Statistical significance between the normalized power spectra in
different conditions was tested using cluster-randomization pro-
cedure (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007), to identify consistent trends
of activity in time–frequency clusters of electrodes. This is a data-
driven approach that is particularly useful for spatial localization
without having to specify regions of interest a priori. This method
utilizes planned comparisons between pairs of conditions using
cluster-based permutation tests, a solution to the multiple compar-
isons problem for EEG/MEG data that is prevalent in recent studies
of oscillatory activity in language cognition (see Bastiaansen et al.,
2010 for a discussion of the advantages of this method). Clustering
was performed by identifying power values (for each channel, at
each frequency and time point) that showed a similar direction
of effect, and then testing the significance of a cluster in a given
condition compared to another condition in relation to clusters
computed from a random permutation of values drawn from both
conditions.

The power spectra were first divided into frequency bands:
alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (13–29 Hz), and low gamma (30–50 Hz),
and time windows of interest were defined (−100 to 300 ms
for the metronome clicks and prime syllables, and 0–800 ms for
the targets). Frequency bands for the analysis were chosen based

on hypotheses described in the Introduction (primes: beta and
gamma; targets: alpha and beta). In each comparison, within a
given frequency band5, the resulting power values at each time
point and channel underwent two-tailed dependent t -tests, for
each subject. Then, a cluster-level statistic was calculated by tak-
ing the sum of the t -statistics within every cluster. All data points
that did not exceed the preset significance level (p = 0.025) were
zeroed, and clusters were created by grouping together adjacent
non-zero points. The next step was to compute significance prob-
ability of the clusters using the (non-parametric) Monte Carlo
method6. The Monte Carlo significance probability (p-value) was
determined by calculating the proportion of clusters from random
partitions of the data that resulted in a larger test statistic than the
clusters on the observed test statistic. p-Values < 0.05 were con-
sidered significant. Only pairwise comparisons are possible with
the clustering method; these planned comparisons are presented
in Table 2.

RESULTS
BEHAVIORAL RESULTS: INFLUENCE OF PRIME ALIGNMENT ON TARGET
LEXICAL DECISION
In the Reaction Time data (see Table 3), there was a main
effect of Lexicality [F(1,15) = 24.89, p < 0.001]. As predicted,

5There is a statistical trade-off involved in specifying whether the clustering pro-
cedure would be carried out in a each frequency band without averaging over
frequencies, in order to identify only a subset of frequencies showing effects; this was
possible on the metronome click data due to the high signal to noise ratio afforded by
the number of epochs on the metronome clicks (see EEG Preprocessing for number
of epochs kept after artifact rejection). As many fewer epochs were available for each
type of prime syllables and targets, the signal-to-noise ratio was less favorable, and
therefore, power was averaged within each frequency band to optimize statistical
power when carrying out the clustering.
6First, the data from both experimental conditions in a given comparison were col-
lected into a single set. Then, random draws were taken from the combined data set
to form two subsets, on which the test statistic was computed by summing together
the individual t -statistics for each data point in the cluster. This process of random
partition and computing the test statistic was repeated 2500 times, and those results
were collected into a histogram of test statistics, that was then compared to the test
statistic of the actual data.

Table 2 | Planned pairwise comparisons for cluster-randomization

analysis.

Events Conditions to be compared Frequency bands of

planned analysis

Metronome Strong beats (click) vs. weak

beats (no click)

Beta, gamma

Syllables Strong beats: strong vs. weak

syllable

Beta, gamma

Syllables Strong syllables: strong vs.

weak beat

Beta, gamma

Targets All targets for well-aligned vs.

misaligned primes

Alpha, beta

Targets All targets for well-aligned vs.

varied primes

Alpha, beta

Targets All targets for misaligned vs.

varied primes

Alpha, beta
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participants were always faster at detecting words than pseu-
dowords. There was also a significant interaction of Align-
ment × Lexicality [F(2,30) = 4.12, p = 0.0262]: RT differences
were greater on targets following varied and misaligned primes
vs. well-aligned primes (each pairwise post hoc p < 0.001). A
follow-up ANOVA was then conducted on the Reaction Time dif-
ference (Word minus Pseudoword; see Figure 3A). There was a
main effect of Alignment [F(2,30) = 4.12, p = 0.0262]. Post hoc
tests revealed that misaligned led to a larger difference in the
RTs (p = 0.009) compared to well-aligned, and varied vs. well-
aligned also approached significance (post hoc p = 0.0535). Thus,
alignment affects the speed of lexical decision.

In the PC data, performance was nearly at ceiling (see
Table 3), and there were no main effects. However, the Align-
ment × Lexicality interaction was significant [F(2,30) = 4.11;
p = 0.0264]; participants were less accurate for pseudoword than
word targets, but only for varied primes (pairwise post hoc
p < 0.001). A follow-up one-way ANOVA was then conducted
on the difference in PC scores (see Figure 3B), showing a main
effect of Alignment [F(2,30) = 4.11; p = 0.0264]. Post hoc tests
on PC revealed that the difference was significantly larger for
varied than for misaligned (p = 0.013) and for varied vs. well-
aligned (p = 0.028). Thus, predictability of stress patterns in prime
sentences affects the detection of pseudowords.

RESULTS – EEG
Metronome clicks
Time–frequency analyses of the EEG recorded during the lead-in
metronome clicks (prior to each sung sentence), averaged together
over all the trials and over the clicks within each trial, showed
differences in evoked and induced activity between strong beats

FIGURE 3 | Behavioral data. (A) Reaction Times. The difference in lexical
decision was computed by subtracting the mean RT for pseudoword from
the mean RT for word for each type of prime alignment. Error bars indicate
SE. (B) Percent correct. The difference in lexical decision on accuracy
scores.

(clicks) and weak beats (half-way point between clicks). Two wide-
spread clusters of electrodes (both cluster ps < 0.001) showed
increased evoked power in the beta band (13–29 Hz) from −100
to 300 ms and in the gamma band (30–50 Hz) from −30 to 122 ms
(see Figure 4A). Similarly, a cluster of electrodes (p = 0.044) over
frontal–central regions showed increased induced beta (13–24 Hz)
power for strong beats (clicks) vs. decreased power for weak beats,
from −100 to 124 ms (see Figure 4B).

Syllables in sung sentence primes
Well-aligned syllables were compared to misaligned syllables by
comparing strong and weak syllables that occurred on strong beats.
Results from the clustering analysis of the prime syllable condi-
tions are described in the following section and clusters significant
at the p < 0.05 level are reported. Times are given relative to a beat
onset time at 0 ms.

A cluster of electrodes (a tendency was found, p = 0.051)
showed increased induced beta power for strong syllables vs. weak
syllables (on strong beats), from −100 to 54 ms, over mostly frontal
and central regions (see Figure 5A). This result was expected based
on Snyder and Large (2005). Thus, similar to the strong beats dur-
ing the lead-in metronome, strong syllables appear to be associated
with increased early-latency high frequency power. This response
was not observed when weak syllables occurred on strong beats;
instead, the paired comparison showed they were associated with
decreased early-latency power.

Next, we considered strong syllables, asking whether responses
differed depending on whether they occurred to strong vs. weak
beats. Weak and strong beats were compared, holding syllable
strength constant (always strong). A significant cluster (p = 0.035)
of electrodes mostly over left parietal, central, and right fronto-
temporal regions (see Figure 5B) showed increased evoked gamma
power for weak vs. strong beats (on strong syllables), from 116 to
208 ms.

Targets
Contrasting responses to targets preceded by well-aligned vs. mis-
aligned vs. varied primes yielded four significant clusters for
induced alpha and beta activity. All conditions showed increased
power followed by decreased power relative to baseline (see middle
column of Figure 6), but contrasting the conditions revealed dif-
ferences in the degrees of increased and decreased power. Between
238 and 654 ms (cluster p = 0.006) from target onset, greater
induced alpha power overall was observed for targets preceded by
well-aligned compared to varied sentences, over right hemisphere
regions. In a similar latency band (208–650 ms; cluster p = 0.01),
well-aligned primes also led to greater induced alpha power in a

Table 3 | Behavioral data.

Condition Well-aligned prime +
target word

Well-aligned prime +
target pseudoword

Misaligned prime +
target word

Misaligned prime +
target pseudoword

Varied prime +
target word

Varied prime +
target pseudoword

RTs (ms) 586 (122) 639 (131) 565 (114) 659 (145) 567 (124) 650 (113)

PC 96 (5) 95 (8) 96 (6) 96 (9) 98 (4) 93 (8)

Mean reaction times (RTs) in millisecond and percent correct (PC) for each condition, with SD indicated in parentheses.
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FIGURE 4 |Time-frequency representations to lead-in metronome clicks.

In each panel, results of clustering analysis shown on grand averages of each
of the two significantly different conditions in the cluster. Electrodes
belonging to the significant cluster at the time point above each topographic
plot (right) are represented with ∗, and overlay average activity for the data
used in the contrast. The scale (middle) is the percent change from baseline
(i.e., normalized power), with red representing increased power and blue

representing decreased power. Time–frequency representations (left) were
calculated by averaging together all of the electrodes belonging to the
significant cluster; the same power scale applies to both topographic plots
and TFRs. (A) Evoked EEG to the lead-in metronome clicks – strong beats
(top) and weak beats (bottom) in the beta band (13–29 Hz) and gamma band
(30–50 Hz). (B) Induced EEG to the lead-in metronome clicks in the beta band
(13–24 Hz) – strong beats (top) and weak beats (bottom).

widespread cluster of electrodes, compared to misaligned primes
(see Figure 6, left column).

Next, well-aligned primes led to greater early increased induced
beta power for targets compared to misaligned primes, which led
to greater mid-latency decreased power (see Figure 6, right col-
umn). The activity associated with this cluster of electrodes began
in posterior and spread to central regions, stretching from 0 to
526 ms (cluster p = 0.002). Finally, varied compared to misaligned
primes led to greater induced beta power, between 228 and 552 ms
(cluster p = 0.03), starting over right hemisphere regions and then
shifting to left hemisphere around 400 ms. Overall, well-aligned
primes led to greater alpha and beta power on targets, compared
to misaligned and varied. Thus, the pattern of increased followed
by decreased alpha and beta power on visual linguistic targets
seems to be modulated by the sentence alignment of the preceding
prime. No significant clusters were found for the evoked data.

DISCUSSION
In this study, participants listened to sung sentences with dif-
ferent kinds of alignment between linguistic stress and musical
meter, and performed a lexical decision task in which they dis-
cerned words from pseudowords. Time–frequency analysis of EEG
data acquired during the introductory metronome clicks showed
expected patterns of increased high frequency power (evoked beta
and gamma, and induced beta), and during the sung sentences
showed increased induced beta power for well-aligned syllables
(strong syllables on strong beats). However, these patterns of
brain activity were modified for misaligned syllables. Notably,
decreases in induced beta power were associated with the onsets
of weak syllables that occurred on strong beats. Moreover, when
strong syllables occurred on weak beats, a delayed peak in evoked
gamma power was observed. Visual targets primed by misaligned
and varied sentences were associated with greater decreases in
induced alpha and beta power compared to well-aligned sentences,
primarily over central and right regions of the scalp.

FIGURE 5 |Time-frequency representations to well-aligned and

misaligned syllables. The temporal and frequency boundaries of the
cluster are demarcated in the black box. See legend of Figure 4 for
description of plotting. (A) Contrast showing differences in induced beta
power between brain responses to strong vs. weak syllables, on strong
beats. (B) Contrast showing differences in evoked gamma power to strong
vs. weak beats, on strong syllables.
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FIGURE 6 |Time-frequency representations to targets: Induced alpha and

beta. Brain responses to targets (words and pseudowords combined), primed
by three types of sentences: Well-aligned, Misaligned, and Varied.
Time–frequency representations (center column) for each condition were

calculated by averaging together all channels. Results of clustering pairs of
conditions are shown for induced alpha (left column) and induced beta (right
column): topographic plots show difference in scalp power and topography of
cluster at 400 ms, between the pair of conditions indicated.

BEAT TRACKING
The lead-in metronome clicks were associated with increased
induced beta, evoked beta and evoked gamma power at their
onsets, as predicted from the literature on rhythmic tone
sequences. The evoked beta and gamma may reflect the per-
ceived onsets and metrical strength of tones (Zanto et al., 2005;
Iversen et al., 2009), while the induced beta likely reflects top-down
temporal expectancies (Snyder and Large, 2005). By reproduc-
ing previous findings, we were able to show that neural attending
rhythms are set up during these isochronous metronome clicks
prior to the sentence onsets.

EFFECT OF LINGUISTIC AND MUSICAL ALIGNMENT
When strong syllables occurred on strong beats, increased induced
beta power was observed relative to weak syllables on strong beats.
This finding of increased power at strong beats in the lead-in
metronome, and at strong syllables when they occurred on strong
beats during the sung sentences, are consistent with the literature
showing that the timing of high frequency bursts entrains to the
beat in rhythmic tone sequences (e.g., Zanto et al., 2005; Fujioka
et al., 2009). Thus, weak syllables, in this contrast, were associ-
ated with decreased induced beta power, despite the fact that they
occurred on strong musical beats. What is surprising and novel
about this finding is that the high frequency response appears not
to be entrained to the isochronous metronome clicks during the
misaligned sentences. One interpretation of these observations

is that beat tracking is sustained when strong syllables occur on
strong beats, whereas it is disturbed when weak syllables occur
on strong beats. However, the decreased induced beta power on
weak syllables also agrees with results of Mayville et al. (2001)
and Jantzen et al. (2001) showing beta desynchronization while
participants performed syncopated finger movements compared
to synchronized finger movements. Yet if the strong syllables were
perceived as syncopated in relation to metronome clicks (strong
beats), one might still expect to observe some relative increase in
induced beta power on weak syllables that occur on strong beats
(Iversen et al., 2009). Instead, beat tracking itself seems to have
been disrupted to the point that beta and gamma responses were
no longer timelocked to the isochronous metronome, providing
an interesting exception to an otherwise consistent phenomenon
in studies using tone sequences (Snyder and Large, 2005; Zanto
et al., 2005; Fujioka et al., 2009; Iversen et al., 2009).

If beat tracking was disrupted when weak syllables occur on
strong beats, would syllable tracking also be disrupted when
strong syllables occurred on weak beats? Strong syllables on strong
beats were thus contrasted with strong syllables on weak beats. A
decrease in evoked gamma power was observed for strong sylla-
bles on strong beats at around 150 ms post-click-onset, consistent
with the literature showing periodic high frequency synchroniza-
tion followed by desynchronization during perception of rhythmic
patterns (Fujioka et al., 2009). Furthermore, this cluster showed
that strong syllables on weak beats were associated with increased
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evoked gamma power at around 150 ms. Here both conditions
have strong syllables; therefore, syllable tracking seems to be
affected by misaligned syllable and beats. This finding suggests that
the brain shifts attending rhythms toward strong syllables rather
than strong beats during perception of misaligned sung sentences.
It remains to be determined whether the addition of singing is
specifically responsible for the change in brain response to syn-
copation, or whether similar results would be observed in more
complex syncopated sequences consisting of several instruments,
as in orchestral music.

Induced beta activity seems to be involved in predicting the
timing of tones in ongoing musical rhythms (Snyder and Large,
2005; Zanto et al., 2005), which are likely related to beta-mediated
communication between auditory and motor areas (Fujioka et al.,
2009; Fujioka et al., in revision). Evoked beta and gamma fluctu-
ate in response to the presentation of a tone (Snyder and Large,
2005), with evoked beta showing power changes proportional to
perceived metrical strength, even in the absence of physical dif-
ferences in the intensity of tones (Iversen et al., 2009). Evoked
gamma responses also discriminate between speech and non-
speech sounds within 50 ms from stimulus onset (Palva et al.,
2002). Thus, the current findings fit with the literature by dif-
ferentiating functional roles of induced and evoked EEG. Here
induced beta appears to reflects rhythmic anticipation of align-
ment of strong syllables with strong beats, while evoked EEG for
strong syllables appears to be involved in mediating expectations
and perception of the onsets of strong syllables.

Taken together, when the syllables and beats are in-phase,
the neural response appears to easily entrain to the strong
beats/syllables, which occur in alignment. By showing that atten-
tional pulses synchronize to temporally predictable input, this
finding is predicted by the dynamic attending theory (Large and
Jones, 1999), and corroborated by recent studies on dynamic
attending in music (e.g., Snyder and Large, 2005; Geiser et al.,
2009, 2010; Nozaradan et al., 2011) and language (e.g., Port, 2003).
These observations also coincide with phoneme monitoring data
showing that attention is preferentially allocated to strong syllables
(Shields et al., 1974; Pitt and Samuel, 1990; Quené and Port, 2005;
Wang et al., 2005), which aid in segmenting the speech signal (e.g.,
Smith et al., 1989). Analyses of speech production and sensori-
motor synchronization have also indicated that syllable stress acts
as an attractor that captures attention and facilitates production of
periodic, perceptually salient events (Kelso et al., 1983; Port, 2003;
Lidji et al., 2011). In the present study, the metronome seems to
build up expectations that in turn influence the processing of syl-
lable stress in the sung sentences. Given the differences observed
here in prime sentences, the subsequently presented targets were
then analyzed to uncover potential differences in targets primed
by sentences with different types of alignment.

PRIMING EFFECTS ON TARGETS
The brain response to target stimuli was analyzed to investigate
whether different types of rhythmic alignment in the primes would
affect the perception of visual words and pseudowords. Varied and
misaligned sentences, compared to well-aligned sentences, led to
lower levels of induced alpha power during presentation of the
targets. The decrease in alpha power could be due to increased

top-down attentional demands (Fan et al., 2007; Klimesch et al.,
2007) when some or all of the syllables in the prime sentence
are misaligned and therefore do not satisfy the type of prosodic
expectancies that typically facilitate speech comprehension (e.g.,
Dilley et al., 2010). Alpha band (de)synchronization is likely related
to domain–general mechanisms, such as attention and mem-
ory, that play an important role in lexico-semantic processing
(Klimesch et al., 1999; Bastiaansen and Hagoort, 2006; Krause
et al., 2006). This induced alpha activity seen for the alignment
effects on the targets is primarily over the right hemisphere, per-
haps related to fMRI data showing right hemispheric lateralization
for prosodic aspects of speech (Glasser and Rilling, 2008).

Induced beta suppression (i.e., decreased power) was observed
when contrasting targets primed by misaligned vs. well-aligned
sentences. This cluster was already significant at the onset of the
target stimulus and stretched past 500 ms over central regions,
thus beginning earlier and lasting for longer than the induced
alpha effects of alignment on the targets for well-aligned vs. mis-
aligned and varied. As seen with the induced alpha in this same
pair of conditions, this cluster of beta activity included more elec-
trodes over the right than left hemisphere; however, the difference
in lateralization was slight, and only significant at the earlier laten-
cies. The fact that the differences in beta power were still present
around the onset of the target stimulus strongly suggests that it
reflects an ongoing process of rhythmic cognition in which the
brain responds differently to the misaligned primes than the well-
aligned primes, over a sustained time period that continues after
the offset of the auditory stimulus. Furthermore, another cluster
of electrodes showed greater beta suppression for targets primed
by misaligned compared to varied primes, suggesting that the
proportion of misaligned syllables (all, in the misaligned prime)
modulates beta power more than the less predictable alignment
and the irregular stress patterns in the varied sentences do.

Induced alpha and beta suppression have been specifically
linked to the attention-related modulations required to carry out a
semantic task on spoken words (Shahin et al., 2009). In the present
study, misaligned sentences may have required greater attentional
resources as participants attempted to understand them and search
for semantically related targets in the lexicon, leading to the alpha
and beta suppression on the targets. Interestingly, listeners’ highly
focused attentional pulses to the metronome and the lyrics seem to
work together in the well-aligned to actually require fewer cogni-
tive resources to understand sentences and conduct lexical search
on the targets. That efficient use of periodic fluctuations in well-
aligned linguistic and musical rhythms stands in contrast to the less
efficient strong beats and stress in opposition, in the misaligned
and varied, which seem to lead to heavier overall attentional load
and more labored processing of the targets.

Taken together, these results could be interpreted as follows.
In the well-aligned sentences, it is easy for participants to attend
to strong beats and strong syllables, because they occur together
(in-phase). Unified accent structure helps the listener to track
beats (induced beta) and strong syllables (evoked gamma) more
efficiently, which may facilitate word segmentation in the prime
sentences. These well-aligned primes facilitate early stages of pro-
cessing of targets, reflected in increased alpha and beta power. In
the misaligned sentences, strong syllables and strong beats occur in
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anti-phase, which may interfere with beat tracking (induced beta)
and weaken/delay syllable tracking (evoked gamma). Syncopated
structure between linguistic and musical rhythm may hinder seg-
mentation of misaligned words, thus affecting task performance. If
intelligibility, and thus clarity of the linguistic content, is weakened
by the misalignment, then attentional demands would be greater
for the lexical decision task, shown by alpha and beta suppres-
sion. Overall, these results of this study suggest that well-aligned
textsettings improve rhythmic attending and linguistic compre-
hension7. In fact, Magne et al. (2007) reported that metrical stress
violations in French words modulated lexico-semantic process-
ing, even when participants were not attending to the prosodic
dimension. The present results may thus be related to other elec-
trophysiological evidence that prosodic expectations are involved
in lexico-semantic retrieval at the local (word) level.

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the present findings is
that induced beta modulations in both the prime syllables and
target stimuli differentiate between well-aligned and misaligned
conditions. Strong syllables on strong beats are associated with
anticipatory beta increased power; increased beta power is also
present at the onset of target stimuli preceded by those same
well-aligned sentences. Weak syllables on strong beats show antic-
ipatory decreased power, and relatively decreased beta power also
characterizes the onset of targets that are preceded by misaligned
sentences. The overall increase in beta power for well-aligned sen-
tences may thus carry over into the presentation of its targets. This
interpretation would be consistent with results on sensori-motor
syncopation (Jantzen et al., 2001; Mayville et al., 2001), suggest-
ing that induced beta suppression on the targets is specifically
linked to syncopation between strong syllables and strong beats
in misaligned sentences. Non-proximal, or distal, prosodic cues in
word sequences can also affect not only perception of subsequently
presented, lexically ambiguous target items, but also visual recog-
nition of previously presented words (Dilley and McAuley, 2008;
Dilley et al., 2010). In interpreting these effects, the authors discuss
the possibility that internal oscillators are involved in building up
periodic expectancies that form prosodic context and affect group-
ing, as in music (Dilley et al., 2010). Future work could utilize
song prosody to bias grouping of lexically ambiguous syllables, by
manipulating linguistic and musical meter in the “song” modal-
ity, thus shedding light on the extent to which metrically driven
hierarchical grouping is shared by language and music.

CONCLUSION
We found that beta power increases when strong syllables align
with strong beats, supporting the idea that metrical attending is
facilitated by alignment; this increase on strong beats disappears
when weak syllables are aligned with strong beats, suggesting that
misalignment disrupts metrical attending. Overall, these results
may provide a first step toward an explanation for the widespread

7While the results do strongly suggest that comprehension is better in the well-
aligned condition, the present experiment does not allow us to determine whether
linguistic comprehension during the well-aligned condition is actually facilitated, or
whether comprehension of well-aligned is similar to speech (which does not usually
have a musical rhythm), but comprehension in the misaligned and varied condi-
tions is in fact hindered. This is often the challenge in the devising experiments to
demonstrate how speech prosody facilitates segmentation.

tendency to align strong syllables and strong beats in songs. Peri-
odic peaks in attentional energy (e.g., as described by Large and
Jones, 1999), manifested in neural responses, would be facilitated
when linguistic stress and musical beats are in-phase, and dis-
rupted when they are in anti-phase. Typical textsetting behaviors
on the part of composers, such as placing stressed syllables on
strong metrical positions, and on the part of performers, such
as lengthening well-aligned syllables more than misaligned ones
(Palmer and Kelly, 1992) could be accounted for by the present
findings. Moreover, by showing that alignment modulates lexi-
cal decision-making, these results are an encouraging first step
in understanding why good textsettings are easier to learn and
memorize (Gingold and Abravanel, 1987) and how the rhyth-
mic dimension of lyrics facilitates memorization (Wallace, 1994;
Purnell-Webb and Speelman, 2008).

Many further studies on song prosody will need to be under-
taken to tease apart these influences; for example, sung words (in
a given grammatical category) whose stress is well-aligned or mis-
aligned with the musical meter, could be presented in isolation, or
in a consistent word position within sentences, to reduce syntacti-
cal processing demands. The comprehension and lexical access of
sung words with varying types of alignment and rhythms could
be tested directly, while controlling for other linguistic and musi-
cal factors that influence intelligibility in songs (Johnson et al.,
in revision). Caution should be exerted in generalizing these ten-
dencies to different linguistic systems, as certain languages may be
more permissible than English toward misalignment in songs (e.g.,
Spanish: Rodríguez-Vázquez, 2006, and French: Dell and Halle,
2005). In addition to stress-to-beat alignment, alignment is usu-
ally achieved through durational accents (Palmer and Kelly, 1992),
which of course, are important markers of stress in speech prosody
(Ramus et al., 1999) and should thus be a focus of future studies
on the neural basis of song prosody. The present work does pro-
vide a starting place for using techniques such as metrical strength
manipulations in songs, time–frequency analysis of EEG data, and
cross-modal priming paradigms, to investigate the neural corre-
lates of textsetting and better understand the interplay between
linguistic and musical rhythm in song. Continuing research in
this area may shed light on the idea that shared mechanisms for
processing linguistic rhythm and musical rhythm contribute to
the universal appeal of song.
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